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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Deliverable D1.2 is a specification of the storage model and architecture for the
infrastructure to be developed in WP1. It outlines some fundamental principles in
ontology and knowledge representation and describes the functionality to be implemented
in deliverable D1.3 High-Performance Storage Implementation.
The approach for integration of diverse data sources is based on a uniform structured data
model. Mappings to this data model shall be used for the aggregation of concrete types of
data sources, for instance, relational databases or XML documents. A new kind of
generic uniform data model is presented to be used for integration of RDF, named graph,
quadruple and SPARQL dataset models. The later is known to be powerful enough to
enable integration of data from different relational databases. The new model maintains
backward compatibility with the specifications mentioned above and introduces the
concept of tripleset, as an identifiable set of statements.
This infrastructure will be developed on the basis of the second generation of the ORDI
(Ontology Representation and Data Integration) framework, which is a joint development
with the TAO1 project. The ORDI second generation specification, [6], shall be
considered complementary to this deliverable, as it provides further details and more
extended discussion on two important aspects: the uniform model for representation of
structured data and the store architecture.
The ORDI framework uses an ontology-language-neutral software architecture to realize
the tripleset data model. The framework incorporates a set of tools that perform generic
tasks like distribution, unified query support and representation of domain specific
ontologies over the underlying data model. The ORDI framework provides flexibility by
supporting hot-spots. The hot-spots allow feasible adaptation of the framework behavior
to the domain-specific project requirements.
The current deliverable is of special interest to the component developers in WP2 and
WP3 who need to store permanently information. Indirectly, the storage architecture will
be used by all other components. It is also interesting for other researches to investigate
the possibilities to implement custom domain-specific RDF-based storage systems.

1

http://www.tao-project.eu/
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INTRODUCTION

Enterprise application integration (EAI) is a widely recognized problem within
contemporary enterprises. Many organizations operate tens or even hundreds of
information systems, implemented in different periods, using different technologies, and
serving an overwhelming variety of different purposes. Web Services (WS) offer an
integration paradigm which solves the basic interoperability problems. Semantic Web
Services employ ontologies to facilitate dynamic discovery, composition, orchestration,
and data-mediation of WS.
In most of the cases, WS interchange data through messages – small bodies chunks of
information are de-contextualized, to the necessary extend, and sent to the recepient. The
message exchange happens in, de-facto, synchronous manner – both parties shall be
online, so that more messages can be sent, providing on the necessary information on
demand. A more decoupled and flexible pattern of information exchange is the one based
on independent publication and retrieval. TripCom provides a novel realization of this
pattern, named triple-space computing. In essence, the information is published in terms
of “tuples”, represented in conformance with the recent Semantic Web (Services)
standards. Each party is publishing (or referring to already published) information in
shared triple-spaces. WP1 deals with the storage mechanisms which underlie the triplespaces. Such stores shall facilitate easy and efficient persistent publication of structured
information in RDF. Further, for the sake of reading and retrieval, the stores shall provide
flexible and powerful query evaluation.
The remainder of this section first outlines the relationship between the ORDI framework
and the storage infrastructure of TripCom, then comments on the scope of the
deliverable. The second section presents the unified structured data model. An overview
of the knowledge store architecture is provided in section 3. The last, fourth, section
concludes the document.
1.1

ORDI Framework

The Ontology Representation and Data Integration (ORDI) framework enables enterprise
data integration based on RDF. The process of integration aims to overcome structural
and syntactic information heterogeneities between the information stored in legacy data
sources, such as relational database systems or flat-files, and modern semantic
repositories. The framework facilitates efficient interoperability between ontological and
non-ontological datasets, and further supports richer semantic to allow for comprehensive
interpretation and analysis of the data.
The storage component in TripCom will be based on the second generation2 of the ORDI
framework. This further development of ORDI takes part in the course of two projects:

2

First generation of ORDI was developed in the course of the project DIP
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TAO3 and TripCom. While both projects will share the core of the architecture, they will
extend it in different directions:
•

TAO will put emphasis on distributed repositories, annotation management, and
heterogeneous queries;

•

TripCom will focus on integration, though federation or consolidation, of
independent structured data-sources.

ORDI is used (or is foreseen to be used) as ontology management and data integration
middleware in several projects and products, among which: OWLIM, KIM,
SemanticGov, MediaCampaign, RASCALLI. The ORDI specification, [6], shall be
considered complementary to this deliverable, as it provides further details and extended
discussion on two important aspects: the uniform, structured data-model and the store
architecture.
1.2

Scope

Communication between the clients and an instance of the ORDI framework is out of the
scope of this specification. The framework is neutral with respect to issues related to
multi-user environments. A principle schema for implementation of remote access
depends on more general questions regarding the TripCom architecture that cannot be
determined at the current phase of the project. One possible approach is to have clientserver communication model, where a TripCom Storage Server (TSS) instance is an
autonomous service application running in a separate, dedicated system process, rather
than a host process under the direct control of the user. One possible implementation is
presented on Figure 1.

Figure 1 TSS and client connection

There is extreme heterogeneity in the available storage systems and in the features they
offer. It is possible to classify them according to several data qualia described by
Kiryakov in [2]:
•

3

Semantics – whether data could be formally interpreted by a machine to generate
new information based on a specific logic theory.

http://www.tao-project.eu/
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•

Structure – if data is formatted using specific structure interpretable by a machine.
It relates, most often, to the performance of the data access.

•

Schema – whether there is system information which determines the structure or
the semantics of other data.

The requirements identified in D1.1 “State-of-the-art and requirement analysis” limit the
scope of integrated storage types to structured data sources. Further, they are categorized
to database systems (structured, non-semantic, non-schema), knowledge bases
(structured, semantics, non-schema) and ontologies (structured, semantics, schema).
Special attention is paid to the integration of database systems, because of their wide
commercial adoption and their impact over the industry in the past few decades.

7 / 18
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STORAGE MODEL

This section defines the uniform structured storage model of TripCom. Under the term
“storage model” we consider the incorporation of the allowed primitive operations with
the underlying data model. The storage model that we propose is an extension of the RDF
data-model. To cope with the requirements, listed in the first sub-section, we need two
extensions: Named Graphs and Triplesets. The extensions of the RDF model are first
introduced informally. Then we continue with a motivating example, followed by a more
formal definition of the tripleset model. An extended and more formal presentation of the
model is available in section 2 of the ORDI specification, [6]; one can find there also
comments on its links with other data models.
2.1

Objectives

Several rational goals and requirements, identified in the TripCom project, motivate the
design of the proposed data model. It should provide support for:
•

Feasible integration of different structured data sources including RDBMS;

•

Backward compatibility with the existing RDF specifications and the SPARQL
query language, [8];

•

Transactional operations over the model;

•

Efficient processing and storage of meta-data or context information;

•

Grouping statements into manageable groups for the purposes of:
o Definition of access right and signing;
o Management of sets of statements which correspond to single construct in
a higher level language;
o Transaction tracking and management;

•

2.2

Easy management of data from several sources within one and the same
repository or computational environment. Such are the cases of having data
imported from different files (e.g. several ontologies).
Tripleset Model Introduction

The RDF data model [3] is well-founded core technology in the Semantic Web
community. It is detached from the semantics of various knowledge representation
formalisms and used in high number of semantic storage systems [9]. We ground our data
model to an extension of the RDF data model. To maintain backward compatibility with
RDF [3], SPARQL datasets [8] and other RDF-based specifications, [3], the novel notion
of triplesets is introduced. To define it in a more formal way, we describe several related
terms.
The main modelling block in RDF is the statement – a triple <Subject, Predicate,
Object>, where: Subject is the resource, which is being described; Predicate is a
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resource, which determines the type of the relationship; and Object is a resource or a
literal, which represents the “value” of the attribute. A set of RDF triples can be seen as a
graph, where resources and literals are nodes and each statement is represented by an arc,
labelled with the predicate and directed from the subject to the object.
Named Graphs (NG) were introduced in [5], as a mechanism for referring to and
describing RDF graphs. The name of each NG is an URI, which can be used to represent
the graph; an RDF description for this URI is considered to represent metadata about the
underlying graph. The set of triples which are part of a particular NG shall be explicitly
defined, i.e. it may not be derived from the RDF graph. Named graphs can be modelled
by quadruples <Subject, Predicate, Object, NG_Name>, where the first three
elements model an RDF statement and the last one represents the name of the NG the
statement belongs to. Let us call this quadruples “contextualized triples” or
“contextualized statements”.
Triplesets represent groups (or sets) of contextualized triples. Each triple can be
considered as a tag, which can be associated with a specific triple. Triplesets are
independent from the NG – triples from different named graphs can coexist in one and
the same tripleset. In contrast to the NGs, the semantics of the triplesets impose linking
of or association triples, instead of copying them.
2.3

Motivating Example

We believe that one appropriate usage of triplesets will be to efficiently support external
contextualized information as defined in [12]. There is a high number of motivating
examples to justify the requirement to support extensive meta-data. Imagine an RDF
repository which holds the CRM-related information of a company. This information
comes from different sources, which are modelled as named graphs: a CRM database
(ng1), which keeps information about customers, contact persons, locations, total amount
of purchases, customer types/levels; Yellow-Pages-like catalogue (ng2), providing
contact information about organizations; a public companies database (ng3), providing
data about the management of the companies and their financial reports (e.g. annual
turnover).
Suppose that access control shall be implemented, so that different people (having
accounts associated with different roles, etc.) have access to different parts of this
database. The information visible to the different users is encoded in different triplesets.
•

Sales manager (any tripleset): no constraints;

•

Account manager (ts1): has access to all the CRM information, except the
financial figures from ng3;

•

Sales assistant (ts2): has access to the contact information only.

The association of the contextualized triples, with the corresponding triplesets is
indicated by means of tags on Figure 2.
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Person

“234 m$”

...

jp1

...

ct1

inOrg
hasPos
type

annTurn
inOrg

type

custType

hasPos
pe1

co1

...
label
“J. Smith”

locIn
label

locIn

label

...
“Smith, J.P.”

totalPurch
locIn

...
“John P. Smith”

Named graphs: ng1, ng2, ng3

lo1

Triplesets: ts1

lo2

...
“56 k$”

, ts2

Figure 2 CRM data from different sources and having different access types

2.4

Formal Definition

Named graphs are formally introduced in [12] as a pair <N,G>, where N is a URI,
representing the name of NG, and G is an RDF graph. We define the functions
name(NG)=N and rdfgraph(NG)=G. Often, NG are used for modelling provenance and
other sorts of contextual information in RDF. We will use the terms “named graph” and
“context” interchangeably in this specification.
As already mentioned, we call contextualized triple the quadruple:
CT=<S,P,O,NG>

Where S, P, and O are respectively the subject, predicate, and object of an RDF triple and
NG is a named graph. We define the functions namedgraph(CT)=NG and
triple(CT)=<S,P,O>.
We define dataset as a set of contextualized triples. A dataset represents an RDF multigraph, i.e. such graph where two contextualized triples can link one and the same node,
with one and the same predicate, and differ only by their NG component. Suppose that DS
is such dataset, we define the following functions:
•

namedgraphs(DS)=SNG, where SNG is a set of resources, such that NG is member
of SNG iff there exists a contextualized triple CT in DS, such that
namedgraph(CT)=NG;

•

triples(DS)=TRS, is a set of triples, where the triple T is a member of TRS iff
there exists a contextualized triple CT in DS, such that triple(CT)=T. TRS is a

normal set where each triple appears once (instead of multi-set).
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This definition of dataset is almost equivalent to the definition of RDF dataset in
SPARQL. The set of named graphs of an ORDI dataset defines a SPARQL dataset,
where:
•

There is no default graph – this can be solved by the introduction of a special
purpose URI, which is used for encoding of the default graphs. Another options is
to adopt rdf:nil for this purpose;

•

There is no guarantee that full named graphs are included in the dataset – an
ORDI dataset contains only those statements of a named graph which appear as
contextualized triples in the set, while in principle, there could be other triples
which also belong to this named graph.

Tripleset is a named dataset, defined as a pair:
TS=<TSI,DS>

Where DS is a dataset and TSI is an URI, which represents the identifier (or the name) of
TS. We define the functions name(TS)=TSI and dataset(TS)=DS. The following
operations are defined for a tripleset TS1 and a contextualized triple CT:
•

TS2=associate(CT, TS1), where dataset(TS2)= dataset(TS1)+{CT};

•

TS2=disassociate(CT, TS1), where dataset(TS2)= dataset(TS1)-{QD}.

2.5

Primitive Operations Supported by the Storage Model

There are five supported primitive operations that ensure the full backward compatibility
of ORDI data model with the triple <S,P,O> and quadruple <S,P,O,C> models.
•

AddStatement(<S, P, O, C>) Asserts new statement to the data model. If the

statement already exists, then no modification over the model is done. To stay
strictly in the triple model, a default value is used to assert facts into the default
context or the graph which has no name.
•

RemoveStatement(<S, P, O, C>) Removes one or more statements from the

data model. Wildcards are allowed to match any value for a specific element.
•

AssignToTripleSet(<S, P, O, C>, {TS1,…,TSn}) Assigns tripleset list to

one or more statements. Wildcards are allowed for the statement pattern to match
any value. If no statements are matched, no modification is performed.
•

Removes the
association between statements and triplesets. Wildcards are allowed for the
statement pattern to match any value.

•

GetStatements(<S, P, O, C, TS>) Returns set of statements, based on

UnassignFromTripleSet(<S,

P,

O,

C>,

{TS1,…,TSn})

pattern match. Wildcards are allowed as all parameters.
For more information and the precise definition of the interfaces, please refer to the
ORDI technical specification, [6].
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CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE

The conceptual architecture section provides an overview of the main features and
functionalities supported by the framework.
Section 3.1 outlines the key design principles used to define the ORDI framework on
conceptual level and describes several core technical aspects of the framework features.
Later on, sections 3.2 and 3.3 clarify the composition and the interactions between the
system components. To get more detailed information about the full framework
specification and definition of interfaces, please refer to ORDI technical specification,
[6].
3.1

Design Principles

The ORDI framework has been designed according to the following key functional
design rationales:
•

Support of datasets by the data model and provide extensive support of metainformation;

•

Allow for different implementations of the underlying storage and inference
modules and simultaneous parallel work;

•

Allow for wrapping and integration of different structured data sources;

•

Support distribution of the tripleset data model to multiple storage locations;

•

Provide virtual super-store, as a view to a cluster of distributed stores, by
consolidating or stacking multiple repositories;

•

Generalize the existing storage systems and further reuse already implemented
functionality, well-known APIs and standards;

•

Provide possibilities for extension and replacement of components by third-party
organizations.

In order to provide the needed flexibility and possibility for further extension and
customization, the approach to develop hot-spot adaptable framework, [7], is undertaken.
Hot-spots are regarded as specialized places where the adaptation of the specified project
requirements occurs. Hot-spots are typically implemented via behavioral template
method pattern [1], which relies on the “Hollywood principle” - "Don’t call us, we’ll call
you." [4]. The ORDI framework identifies several key hot-spots, so they are partially
implemented in the components, to offer them and allow the further customization of the
behavior.
3.2

Components and APIs

The ORDI conceptual model consists of a collection of loosely-coupled components,
described by generic APIs. An overview of the main responsibilities and features for
every component is provided next.
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RDF Model is a Java API and reference implementation enabling the representation of
basic notions for modelling the RDF statements elements. Generic interfaces like Value,
Resource and URI are reused from the Sesame 2.0 alpha API [11], thus compatibility
with the high-performance RIO parser implementation is ensured.
Store Model is a generic API specifying different types of storage interfaces and the
offered functionality. It defines, on an abstract level, the compatibility and functionality
of all defined components and available hot-spots in the system. The following concepts
are introduced:
•

Stackable storage interfaces to allow the layering of multiple storage interfaces;

•

Storage interfaces to support generic queries, where one of the specializations is
the SPARQL support;

•

Triple storage model interface to perform operations over triple models, where
one of the specializations is the tripleset data model.

Store Management is a light-weight reference implementation of a registry to maintain
the store adapter interfaces. The component is decoupled from concrete store
functionalities, so as to support any further extensions of the store model.
SPARQL Engine component is responsible for processing SPARQL queries into trees of
conjunctive triple patterns and to execute them against arbitrary stores. SPARQL Engine
does not incorporate knowledge about semantics, so all requests are performed on data
model level. To support semantics, the queried store has to supports materialized
inference.
Security stub is a component providing a hook to implement session based security. So
far, there are no TripCom specific security requirements toward the ORDI framework,
but if later on the requirements evolve, we can consider the extension of the security stub.
For more technical information such as the exact component interface definitions, please
refer to the ORDI technical specification [6].
3.3

Hot-Spots

Definition of hot-spots in a framework is an iterative process, which is hard to be fully
predicted in the design phase. We determined the most likely hot-spots in the system, but
based on further user requirements or specification, their number may be extended. For
more detailed information over the template classes and hook methods related to a hotspot, please refer to the ORDI technical documentation, [6].
The Store model hot-spot is used to supplement additional storage models to the
framework, besides the standard tripleset. Typical candidate example for the store model
hot-spot is a WSMO storage model that is layered on top of a tripleset model.
The Store adapter hot-spot is used to supplement adapters to support various data
storage systems such as RDF-stores, RDBMS, structured files or RDF-repositories with
incorporated reasoner support. The store adapters are responsible to communicate with
specific data source APIs. Further, they perform required transformation between the
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extended hot-spot store model and the adapted data source model. An example of a store
adapter hot-spot is an implementation supporting tripleset model over a legacy database.
The Security hot-spot allows specification of custom security mechanisms.

3.4

Example Application of the ORDI Framework

To understand the benefits of the ORDI framework, we provide a simple example to
evaluate its applicability to general use cases. A domain specific storage model, which is
efficiently deductible to tripleset model, is introduced. Such domain specific model could
be the Triple Space API, which is defined in WP3, or a WSMO repository interface for
WP4 needs. A new domain-specific model has to be specified in the framework as an
extension of store model hot-spot. The reference implementation has to incorporate the
domain-specific requirements and lower the model to that of a tripleset for every write
operation, and the opposite way for the read operations. After the domain specific model
is fully implemented, the upper layers may reuse the full functionality offered by the
framework.
For instance, the case shown on Figure 3 demonstrates the integration with OWLIM4
semantic repository, which supports nearly full OWL Lite semantics [10].

DOMAIN SPECIFIC MODEL
STORE MODEL HOT-SPOT

TRIPLESET MODEL
STORE ADAPTER HOT-SPOT

STORE ADAPTER
STORE INTERFACE

OWLIM API
INTERNAL INTERFACE

OWLIM REPOSITORY
LEGEND

DATA

NEW IMPLEMENTATION
ORDI FRAMEWORK
DATA STORE SPECIFIC
Figure 3 Layering of ORDI store models;

4

OWLIM – http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPEMENT

The D1.2 deliverable “Specification of the Store Architecture and Interfaces” was
presented in the terms of underlying storage model and architecture realized as a
framework. The tripleset model presents an extension of the RDF model with Named
Graphs and Triplesets. It is a generalization of several popular data models and is able to
serve the full range of data integration and ontology management tasks. ORDI is an
extensible framework, adaptable for wide range storage related routines. It defines the
basic APIs to specify the storage models, data sources and supported transaction
operation over the model.
The storage specification represents a middleware architecture. In its core there is a set of
interfaces, which determine the interoperability patterns of a repository, enabling
management (storage, modification, retrieval) of the tripleset model. The central interface
there, named Store, is designed to allow for multiple implementations and extensions of
stores. Wrappers for data management systems (e.g. RDBMS) shall be developed as
implementations of Store. Higher-levels of modelling (e.g. concrete ontology languages
as WSML) shall be implemented as extensions of the Store interfaces.
The knowledge store architecture is specified on the basis of the second generation of the
ORDI framework. Its specification, [6], further details on the storage model and the
architecture. The specification of ORDI will be updated in the course of its development,
the short plans for which can be summarized as follows:
•

ORDI v0.4.1 (Nov 2006): a more stable and mature release including SPARQL
support; the WSML/RDF mapping will be synchronized with the next version of
its specification; Developer’s Guide to be included.

•

ORDI SG API (Dec 2006): the API for the second generation of ORDI will be
developed in compliance with Sesame 2.0;

•

First version of ORDI SG, v.0.5 (Jan 2007): the API will be implemented on top
of OWLIM, to deliver the first functional prototype. At this stage we will have to
deal with: further specification of a serialization format of tripleset data model;
extension of the SPARQL query language via extended function; and better
generalization of the query language formalisms.

•

wsmo4rdf v0.1 (Feb 2007): an implementation of the WSMO/RDF mapping as
an extension of ORDI SG v.0.5; it will cast ORDI v.0.4;

•

wsmo4rdf v0.2 (Mar 2007): the second version of the wsmo4rdf extension will
implement scalable WSML-Core reasoning;

The most notable subjects of middle- and long-term development are: an adapter for
integration of RDBMS and a multi-store implementation allowing for data consolidation.
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ACRONYMS

CRM ......................... Customer Relationship Management
EAI ........................... Enterprise Application Integration
NG ............................ Named Graph
ORDI ........................ Ontology Representation and Data Integration
TSC .......................... Triple Space Computing
URI ........................... Uniform Resource Identifier
WSML ...................... Web Service Modeling Language
WSMO ..................... Web Service Modeling Ontology
XML ......................... Extensible Mark-up Language
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RELEVANT WEB SITES

ORDI – website

http://www.ontotext.com/ordi/

OWLIM – high performance semantic repository

http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/

TripCom – Triple Space Computing

http://www.tripcom.org

WSMO – Web Service Modeling Ontology

http://www.wsmo.org

TAO – project

http://www.tao-project.eu/
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